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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Songs of Yuletide DLC

God Jul and other Holiday Greetings from wintry Sweden! Paradox Development Studio wishes all of our fans a happy holiday
with this gift of a Yuletide Carol for Crusader Kings II and Europa Universalis IV.

This carol, composed by the talented Andreas Waldetoft, brings two famous songs, Deck the Halls and Joy to the World,
together with influences from the music of both Crusader Kings II and Europa Universalis IV.

Lyrics:

Storm the winter shores of England
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Loot and pillage with your warband
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Celebrate the glorious battle
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Troll the ancient Yule tide carol,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

In the blaze of London burning,
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Fa la la la la, la la la lan.
Slay your foes and sing ‘til mornin,

Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Follow me in this adventure,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

While I tell of gold and treasure,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan,

Far away on eastern beaches,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

We will find a home and riches,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Off we norsemen sail together,
Fa la la la la, la la la lan.

Heedless of the wind and weather,
Fa la la la la, la la la lera.

Conquer the World, and rule its lands!
Let earth receive her King;

Let every soul, be guided by your hand.
Grand strategy is your game
Grand strategy is your game

Grand strategy, grand strategy is your game

Conquer the World, your rightful realm!
Lead men to victory!

Through fields and floods, rocks, hills and plains
Let slip the dogs of war
Let slip the dogs of war

Let slip, let slip, the dogs of war

You rule the world with might and grace,
And make your nation grow,

People and cultures, united by your hand,
A historical paradox
A historical paradox

A historical, ahistorical paradox.
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I can't play this game due to dreadful controller mapping.. Firstly I am a huge fan of squad based rts games like this, I have
played them all.
ALL the X-com ALL the UFO ALL the early fallout and ALL the jagged alliance series.
This game is the WORSE I have EVER seen. It is a REAL DOG. Laggy buggy hell
the tutorial doesnt even work. Even If it were free it would be a total WASTE of time.
It crashes ALL the time, won't load ANY savegames and is that old there will NEVER be ANY fixes or patches.
Even though it only cost around 5 bucks it was a total waste of 5 bucks.
In short if you like this style of game, forget it. It is the the worse game of ANY kind I have
ever wasted money on and that is saying something after over 20 yrs of gameing.
DON'T DO IT....
. surely this has set a presedent for vr games, excellent game well thought out. my only gripe.........graphics........its a little blurry,
any way to correct this?
9/10. would have given it 10/10 but for the graphics.. A good DLC for those who can't seem to find any AT lying around.. So
much fun a great game. Beautifully drawn rpg with a really good take on the silent protag, as well as some subtly but still
possibly foreseeable plot twists. The way an rpg should be, with enemies having weaknesses, and being able to vary what your
characters focus on, whether as a support, or a main attacker. Everything about game felt cheap.
I have never regretted paying for a game in my entire life until this game,. I love this game! The controls do get a tad annoying
sometimes (you have to click to where you want the bots to go) because using arrow keys is faster, but the funny, cheesy story
makes up for it. I've played through it 3 times, still enjoying it. Get this game if you haven't done so!!!!. It's more about luck
than strategy : you can try 10 times the same thing and obtain different results.. I expected 3 Russians playing Dota 2 and yelling
at you while they pick pudge, invoker and sniper. But I got a really boring story about a Russian mamuschka trying to kill Boris
from Read Alert 3.
You may like this...well..when you... i'm not really sure when you will like it.
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A sequel to game called "Confess My Love" happened after the protagonist died buying cake for his first love (spoiler? i guess
not). It's recommended to finish "Confess My Love" first before trying this game.

== Review ==
The game can be finished within less than 1 hours, and has a lot of secret ending to unlock all the achievement. I'm yet to finish
all the ending. You guys should try it if you want to know the full story ;-). If you like Tron themed games, this might be for
you. I just got into the first skirmish and the first impression was the game's was quite okay. However, the game got this
unnecessary story which you have to endure in the beginning. So you entered virtual world, got enslaved, then a resistance
contacted you, etc, then you go into training skirmish mode.

The gameplay mechanic is kind of similar to MOBA type of game, where you have this allies fighting on your side (or creeps)
and you need to progress towards enemie's homebase.

So, if you like Tron and MOBA, this might be for you. For me, let's just say it's not my cup of tea.. could be a little bit lower in
price, but it's still a lot of fun.
And i love the cartoon-style on this one. It has potential, but it misses the mark in a lot of really important ways. With some
tweaks from the dev I could see this being a great game, but as it is right now (v1.2), it's just not there.

I really didn't like the way most of the upgrades worked. The first damage upgrade is just a flat 40% bonus, but the second two
upgrades in the tree either increase the damage again at the cost one of your three health bars, or cut the original bonus in half to
get a fourth health bar. After you go a few nodes down any branch of the tree, it felt like I was more focused on mitigating all of
the penalties I had accrued rather than actually improving my ship.

The game balance feels a bit off. I spent all of my upgrades increasing my damage at the expense of everything else. Even with
that, everything still takes what feels like ages to die. I'm constantly having to deal with multiple waves at once because I can't
clear them fast enough, and the screen is just blanketed with enemies and bullets. When I respecced for health instead of
damage, it was even worse, and I couldn't even kill the first enemy before I blew the time goal.

It also baffles me how a developer can put in the really nice option of restarting just the boss fight and not the entire level before
it, but have that skip bring you right up to an unskippable cutscene. The restart boss option is great, I wish more games had it,
but even skipping the dialog portions it's a full 20 seconds from hitting restart to actually engaging the boss.

The last issue I have with it is that it frequently wants you to make really precise, minor adjustments to your positioning, but it
doesn't really give you the tools to do so in a way that feels good. Some of the boss patterns, and the ring sections at the end of
each level, expect you to navigate very tight spaces, but you ship only has one speed, and that speed is tuned for dodging the
bullet hell parts of the levels. There is no button you can hold to slow your movement speed, so you have to quickly tap back and
forth to keep from drifting into things, and try and tap for a few frames longer in one direction so when you balance out you're a
bit more to one side.

For $10 there are much better games in this genre out there, and even on sale it's probably not worth it unless you've tried
everything else.. Gameplay\/review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=g6pb_UmQ5s0

This experience currently consists of two main elements. First off, you can watch videos (e.g. UStream live streams, old
animated cartoons, local content on your computer etc). However, the main attraction and basically the reason why I got this are
the dancing holograms. They are definitely realistic and not like anything I've seen in virtual reality so far.

It's described as a photo realistic immersion on the Steam page. But as most of you probably already know the graphics on the
HTC Vive is not really photo realistic. But as long as you take this into account you won't be disappointed. I think the graphics
were pretty good for being on the Vive. The holograms look a little bit pixelated and they are not perfect but I do think they are
enough convincing to make it an enjoyable experience.

I do wish that the developers add more things to do though. Right now I feel limited to just the TV screens and holograms and
after 30 mins or so I am out of things to do.
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Please add more items to the mansion. Maybe you could add interactive food items and bottles to the bar. I would also like to
see some minigames like a pool table or maybe a pinball machine being added.

14 GB is the most I've had to download for a VR game this far. Luckily I've got a fast internet connection and got it in less than
half an hour. If there's anything they can do to compress\/optimize the file size then that would probably help this game to gain
some popularity!. Come to the darkside my tiny followers~

Love the art and the online mode!. It is delightful and clever. The gameplay is not difficult; only the final section poses a real
challenge to figure out what to do to proceed, but the game's personality and aesthetic are strong, and the different sections and
new abilities show creativity and occasionally make you pause to think about what you will need to do to succeed.. good local
player fun. felt nice and old school at times. some really solid events, some less so. agree that it would be nice to see a couple
more events make it into the game. paid full price $17.49 CDN... and while that may be a bit high normally, it hit the mark for
the crew that played it for the session that we did. if that makes sense. in other words, we had a lot of fun.

and we'll be playing it again.

i recommend.

and really, i've paid more for a double at an airport bar... and that cocktail was much more fleeting...
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